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New Curfew Now
In Effect As Of
Monday, March 4
By JEAN TATE
The Campus Police System,
referring to the new policy that
is replacing the old curfew system went into effect Monday.
After a week of trying to orientate students to this new system
as well as the sign-in and-out
procedures by way of nightly
residence hall meetings, banners
in the dining hall, and questionand -answer panels before and
after dinner in the New Smoker,
The Residence Board hopes that
these new systems which are
being implemented on a trial
basis will work efficiently and
smoothly.
The new policies are as
follows:
"Students are permitted to
enter their residence halls (or
one to which they had signed in
before buildings were locked)
after regular hours: Sunday,
12:30 a.m.; Mondays thru Thursday, 12:00 midnight; Fridays and
Saturdays, 2:00 a.m."
Students returning to the campus after the hour listed for given
night must report to the Campus
Police Office and request assistance in being admitted to residence halls.
"If there is an officer in the
office, he will escort the student
to her residence hall and let her
in, securing the door behind her."
"If there is no one in the office,
the student will call the Infirmary
on the regular office telephone
and request the nurse on duty to
notify a Campus Police Officer
on duty that a student is waiting
in the police office to be admitted to her residence hall. The
officer will return to the office
as soon as possible to escort
the student from the office to
her residence hall. The student
must wait in the office for the
Campus Police to return."
"Students requesting assistance in getting into a residence
hall must present a current Longwood College I. D. card."
Overnight guests will be admitted to residence halls only
when accompanied by a hostess
and they must have been signed
in prior to the time for closing
the residence hall. Guests must
present the temporary Longwood
guest L D. card when requesting
admittance to a residence hall.
"Students are permitted to
leave residence halls only in
emergencies once the residence
halls have been secured for the
night. They must notify the Head
Resident who will, in turn, notify
the Campus Police."
"In regard to notification by
groups of late return: Any group
of students or organization planning an activity which will extend
return to campus beyond regular
hours for locking residence halls
must notify the Dean of Students.
Appropriate lists of those students participating must be given
at least 72 hours in advance of the
trip."
The new sign-in and sign-out
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Student Government Day-Very
Informative -Reaction Good

Grace Anne works with Dr. Willett on Student Government Day.

New Colleagues Voted On
To Be Announced March 26
By ELLEN CASSIDA
themselves.
Navy blue and white have been
Last year's 80 Colleagues met
the
traditional colors for uniMonday night, March 4, to vote
forms,
a way of distinguishing
for 80 new Colleagues to be tapped
Colleagues from others. A comMarch 26 on Wheeler Mall.
The organization of Colleagues mittee will be chosen soon after
new Colleagues are tapped so that
is a fairly recent addition to
Longwood. Orienting incoming the style of dresses and materials
freshmen to new experiences of can be voted on and ordered well
college life is the main duty of in advance of next fall.
Colleagues are required to
each Colleague. New Colleagues
will also be expected to write give tours at various times durletters to each of the freshmen ing the year as their first ofin her particular group, giving ficial duty to the college. During
a general idea of classes, pro- Spring Festival weekend, professors, what to bring what to spective freshmen are invited to
be sure to leave at home. They visit the college and become acmust also be available to answer quainted with basic procedures,
the many questions that pop into and Colleagues are there to give
tours and answer questions.
the new freshmen's minds.
Over 130 freshmen signed up
During the orientation meetings, Colleagues assist senior to become Colleagues, of which
80 will be tapped March 26 at
leaders in discussing campus
rules and regulations. It is felt 8 p.m. on Wheeler Mall. Candles
that Colleagues can be close to will be placed in a '77 formation,
the freshmen since it was only and as each new colleague is
a year ago that they were in the chosen, one candle will be blown
meetings learning all the chair- out and a new one lit to form
men and administrative heads for a'77.
procedures are:
"Sign-in and out envelopes will
be filled out when a student registers to live in a residence
hall. The envelope will be placed
in the rack in the residence hall
office to indicate that the student is currently living in that

Next time you see
someone polluting,
point it out.

Don't close your eyes.
Point it out to someone who
can do something about it.

hall."
"Should a student withdraw,
her envelope will be returned to
the Dean of Student's Office."
"When a student leaves campus
for an extended period of time
while school is in session (7
days or more), she will remove
her envelope from the rack and
place it in the appropriate drawer
in the file box in the office. The
date of expected return to the
residence hall will be indicated
on the outside of the envelope.
Example of situation: student
teaching, field work, home management house, sick at home,
hospital, or other prolonged absence from campus."
"If a student wishes to leave
information as to her destination
when off-campus, she may place
a destination slip in the envelope
and put the envelope in the alphabetical section of the file
drawer applicable."
"It is the student's responsibility to communicate with her
parents as to where she Is when
off-campus."

By ELLEN CASSIDA
"Really fantastic" was the
general reaction to Student Government Day, held February 28.
Originally scheduled for last semester, it was changed to last
Thursday in respect of Col. B. B.
Abrams' death.
Members of Residence, Legislative and Judicial Boards, Presidents of each class, the YWCA,
the AA, and the Student Union
were paired up with various administrative officials to observe
procedures that go on during the
day.
All students were invited to attend a staff meeting that morning
from 9:30-11:00. Present at the
meeting were not only the deans
but also the administrative staff,
and it was kept informal enough so
that students could voice gripes
or questions at any time. Mrs.
Martha LeStourgeon, director of
the library, warned of the possibility of closing the library on
Friday nights because of the few
number of students that use it
then. The problems of bad checks
still being passed downtown, next
year's budget, and the gas, oil
and coal situation were also mentioned.
Karen Grubb, chairman of
orientation next year, and Pat
Watson, residence board chairman, spent the afternoon with
Dean Harris, asking questions
about tests and procedures that
the student body was not well informed about. For example, Dr.
Harris is now making a strong
interest vocational test available
free of charge to those students
who are undecided as to their
major, in order to find a field of
possible career interest.
In talking about her day's
schedule of events, Dean Harris
stressed that her job is one of
counseling students first and doing the paper work when it can
be worked into her schedule. She
stated that faculty members are a
visible group to students, but that
the administration is usually behind the scenes and very often
students don't know what their
jobs include. One purpose that
participation in Student Government Day hoped to accomplish
was to build up understanding
and cooperation between students
and the administration.

Other students participating in
Student Government Day included:
Becky Jefferson, judicial board
chairman, who spent her spare
time with Dr. Blackwell, AA
chairman Susan Wagner with Dr.
Land, Ann Steger, dining hall
chairman with Mr. Carbone, and
YWCA president Rosa Meyers,
who visited Dr. Lane during the
day. Anne Somerville, committee
chairman for Student Government
Day, stayed with Mr. Dalton, director of special services.
There were a few major differences between this year's Student Government Day and last
year. Missing from this year's
schedule was the information
zone set up in the Rotunda last
year where legislative board
committee chairmen answered
various questions posed by the
students throughout the day.
An added improvement this
year was a luncheon in which
the students could sign up to sit
with a member of the administration during lunch, an idea suggested by Dr. Willett. Student participation was good, with over 125
people eating with the various officials. "1 was well impressed
with the turnout throughout the
entire day, especially at the
luncheon," commented Grace
Anne Overtoil. "It allowed better student participation and provided more student faculty contact."
A supper was held Thursday
night for the administration and
those students participating in
Student Government activities, as
a way of bringing the day to a
close. Dr. Willett presented a
short summary of the events and
Grace Anne made a few closing
remarks.
At the legislative board meeting Monday night, a report was
made of the day for next year's
board, with suggestions as far
as improvements and more student involvement. In summarizing the day and everyone's general attitudes, Grace Anne stated that she "really enjoyed it"
and felt the day was successful
in bringing often criticizing students and misunderstood administrators together and hopefully
closing the communicationsgapa
little further.

Residence Halls will reopen on Saturday, March 23,
at noon, to facilitate the return of students to campus from
spring break.
The dining hall will remain closed until Sunday dinner.
The Snack Bar in Lankford will be open from 3 p.m. - 10 p.m.
on Saturday, and from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m., and noon to 10:30
p.m. on Sunday.
Lankford Building will open at 2 p.m. on Saturday, and
8:30 a.m. on Sunday. The Infirmary will be open all day on
Saturday.
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Red Letter Day Spells
Liberation For L. C. Ladies
Oh, happy day! Longwood ladies have finally
become liberated from the curfew system. This
red-letter event constitutes the end of a major
hassle for the more enthusiastic party-goers on
campus. The full significance, however, goes
deeper than this.
Supposedly, the more intelligent of a high school
class are the ones who goon to college. However, it
always seems that the ones who either marry or enter into a career immediately seem to also be the
ones that mature faster. The reason is, of course,
that they are given adult freedoms and responsibilities, and are forced to make serious decisions.
All too often the students, while they may be away
from home and their parents, still have their decisions made for them by the school.
Technically and legally, however, both groups
are adults Both are responsible for their actions
under the law, and, more importantly, both have
the privilege of voting. If those attending college are
more intelligent, would it not follow that their decisions on a candidate would be more intelligent?
Should they not be the ones to provide the leadership
for the youth culture? Yet, how can they be expected
to decide intelligently on such matters when they
are not even allowed to decide what time they can
come in at night?
Fortunately, there has been a trend on campuses lately to loosen the reins on social control.
While I.ongwood is traditionally known as the most
conservative school in the state, the effects of the
trend are being felt even here. Now, it has been decided that students may have the privilege of staying out past 2 a.m., and all without even having to
sign-out overnight!
However, I, along with many others, cannot
help but question the efficiency of the system, as
it now stands. The major downfall of the self-regulatory system was that the students who took advantage of the system were not the ones who assumed the responsibilities. The students who stayed
on weekends usually stayed because they had something definite planned. The few who didn't (and they
were the same ones over and over) were the ones
who volunteered to stay up so that the rest could
stay out.
Now, under the new system, the Campus Police
seem to be getting the roughest end of the deal.
They will be faced with the task of transporting
students back to their individual dormitories.
Kxactly how rough this end will be, of course,
will be determined by how many students take advantage of the system. My predictions are that the
number will usually not be too large, but if this
proves to be wrong, the Campus Police could become so involved in this end of their duties that
people will forget they were even called "Campus
Police," or "nightie watch" and refer to them as
the "campus taxi."
The major reason for having the Campus Police admit students to their dorms is, of course,
to be sure that they remain secured. The hassle of
standing around in the campus police office at 4 a.m.
waiting for one to be free, might be enough to
encourage many students to have friends "sneak
them In." Thus, the doors would be opened and
not re-locked, therefore defeating the whole purpose (Even now, many students who have late permission often use this method rather than waiting
for the campus police.) And, the fact that students
must "sneak out" to "get out" after the doors are
locked at night might also prove a threat to security.
While this system is preferable to any that
Longwood has previously had, it is far from perfect. At present, however, it seems to be most
feasible. I, at least, have no practical alternative
solution. Exactly how it will work out only time will
tell However, if it is going to work at all, students
must accept the responsibilities that come with the
privileges they clamored for. And, should it prove
inefficient, student government and the administration must keep their eyes and minds open for other
solutions.
- JANE

Reflections On
Student Government
Day
Dear Editor,
I would like to first of all
thank the administration and faculty, who gave of their time to
be with the students on Student
Government Day. Without your
cooperation and willingness to
help the students, such a function
could not have been carried out.
I would also like to thank the
student body who ate lunch with
members of the administration
and faculty, for showing their
interest in Student Government
and the college as a whole. By
showing your desire to know more
about the college that you attend,
you indicate to those involved
in Student Government Day that
their work is of interest to you.
I also feel that a thank you is
In order for the Student Government members, who gave of their
free time in order to gain knowledge and understanding to better
fulfill the duties of their job in
Student Government.
Now that Student Government
Dny is over, suggestions must
be gathered to help with the
next Student Government Day. I
am asking all of your students,
adminstrators, faculty to write
down and give to me any thoughts
that you have concerning Student
Government Day. If you did not
like it, tell me so and why. If
you thought that something else
could have been done; tell what
you would like to see. If you
liked it; tell me so and why.
It is hoped that through your
opinions we will have more to
work with next time.
I would like to have your suggestions written down so that a
record can be kept. I encourage
you to sign your suggestions and
to tell whether you were a faculty member directly involved,
administrator directly involved,
student directly involved, student
observer, faculty observer, or
administrator observer. All information gathered will be more
useful, if this information accompanies the suggestions. All
suggestions may be put in my

mailbox: Box 794, or may be
brought to my dorm room: 647
Frazer.
Thank you.
Anne Sumerville

White Backlash
Dear Editor,
In regard to the Article of the
Afro-Alliance, I would just like
to point out that the sororities
if they ARE prejudiced in the
first place, do not "advance"
any students, be they black or
white. Just say, by chance, a
sorority had approached some
blacks on campus and said "We
want you to be in OUR sorority."
What would the blacks say? Whay,
"they'd" say - "We don't want
your sorority" -mark my words.
The blacks approached would
more than likely say that this is
another example of "tokenism."
I do realize, however, that
there is a definate need for
more black awareness on the
Longwood campus, but, even
though I myself, am not in a
sorority, felt that this comment
warrented a just reply.
Trish Howland

Lonely Aquarian
Wants Correspondence
Dear Editor,
I would appreciate if you would
enter my name and address in
the student's newspaper for correspondence to any of the ladies
there at the college who may be
interested in corresponding with
me. I am 25 year old black
male, 5'9" afro, eyes brown,
handsome, born under the sign
of Aquarius. I write poetry, "it
is really down to earth; I wouldn't mind sending some to any
young lady who likes poetry. I
am at the Federal Prison at
Merchil Island, in the state of
Washington, near Tacoma. I am
from Washington, D. C. and very
lonely for correspondence, I do
have hobbies "but rather write
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Reporters Are
Still Needed For
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\buVe
always
thought
you
were
a Good
NeighborNow
prove
it.
(JOIIYUS.)
There are a lot of iobs to be
done m this world helping people
in trouble in pain, in distress
American Red Cross takes on more
of these iobs than anybody
Surprised-5
Remember Red Cross is more
than blood drives Its more than
helping the thousands of victims of
disasters In fact American Red
Cross tackles over 100 different
kindsof Helping People iobs—in
the city, the suburbs wherever you
are
We need money its true so we
can go on offering all our free services But we also need hearts And
hands And conviction
Call your local chapter Join us

+

The American
Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor.
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"Marigolds-A Message You Can Take Home"
By ROSEMARY SPRAGUE
most heterogenous, almost in- RAYS.
her failure, were admirably de- most of everything the plavwright
THE EFFECT OF GAMMA describable collection of objects
As for the acting, the entire picted, and without, thank Hea- rave her, which was considerRAYS ON MAN-IN-THE-MOON
ever assembled on Jarman Stage. cast deserves "full marks." All ven, ranting! The few occasions able. Her final act of vengeanceMARIGOLDS, by Paul Zindel,
A play like this one is com- gave the impression that a great when her all but corroded af- killing the white rabbit (did Mr.
which was presented by the Long- pletely dependent upon good en- deal of time and thought had gone fection for her daughters broke Zindel have in mind Lewis Carwood Players at Jarman Audi- semble playing, for, while the into building their respective through her hard-as-nails ex- roll's celebrated creation, and
torium this past weekend, had role of Beatrice as the play- roles, and that no detail had terior were a striking contrast, intend his as a symbol of childits New York premiere in 1970. wright conceives it is the most escaped attention. This attentive- especially good were the scenes hood innocence?) which not only
That the play is so recent comes important, it cannot be played ness was very apparent in Dayna when she comforted Ruth during drives Ruth into a convulsion
as a surprise, for it is strikingly as a solo. Here, the director's Smith's performance in the the storm, and when she asked but also destroys whatever vesreminiscent of the theatrical expertise is all important, and cameo role of Janice Vickery. Tillie if she really thought that tige of innocence she herself
"realism" of the Thirties and Mr. Douglas Young is to be
Her assumed -for -the-occasion she would win the prize. Beatrice possesses, was again, appalling,
Forties, and it is certainly in- congratulated for a balanced, well ingenuousness, combined with the is required to participate in
but it was totally believable.
fluenced by the early plays of paced, smoothly integrated pro- grisley account of her contribu- several telephone conversationsThe roles of Ruth and Tillie
Tennesee Williams. A first re- duction. His cast reacted to each tion to the Science Fair, pro- one of the most difficulty situa- are foils, for Beatrice and for
action, after the curtain had been other in such a way as to make vided a note of wry amusement tions an actor or actress can each other. As Ruth, Byrd Quinup for five minutes, might have their relationships, however un- badly needed after Beatrice's encounter. Miss Baker was con- livan was certainly her mother's
echoed the plaintive query of the pleasant, believable, and not as confrontation with Ruth in the vincing at these moments, and daughter, and the audience was
irrepressible Sabina in Thornton though they had just been in- preceding scene.
managed to convey the reality well aware that she would use
Wilder's THE SKIN OF OUR troduced to each other five
In the demanding role of Bea- of the person at the other end identical means to achieve her
TEETH: "Why can't we have minutes before the performance trice, Janet Baker gave an out- of the line. She also made the own ends. That she, too, will fail
plays like we used to have? began. Another single achieve- standing performance. Her audience realize that Beatrice is inevitable. She has not yet
PEG 0' MY HEART and THE ment was that, when the action harshness, her underlying self- was fully aware of what she was achieved her mother's hardnessBAT? Plays with a message that called for it, they actually lis- pity and self-hatred, and her doing to herself and to those she alternates between love and
you could take home with you!" tened to each other, a difficult avidity for material success, around her, and this self-know- hate of her sister, but already
But after ten minutes, it became feat, but essential to the success born of a desire to "get even" ledge make her inability to alter she has become acquisitive and
more than apparent that Mr. of THE EFFECT OF GAMMA with the world she blames for her habitual reactions the more longs to possess for the sake of
Zindel's play does have a messappalling. Her callous treatment possession. As played by Miss
age—that self-destructiveness
of Nanny, for instance, the senile Quinlivan, R»th's calculated
feeds upon itself to bring cataswoman whom she boards for fifty cruelty towards her mother controphe and chaos. In addition, andoUars a week (the latest in a trasted so sharply with her
other message came through in
succession of such "visitors"), "love" for the white rabbit, that
the Longwood production, due
emphasizes her overwhelming one was led to speculate just
more to the director and the cast
compulsion to inflict hurt as a how genuine that "love" really
than to the script, which the playrevenge for the hurts she has was. Susan Bower as Tillie, the
wright perhaps did not altogether
received. Miss Baker made the
(Continued on Page 8)
intend--that self-destructiveness is born of selfishness and
self-pity, and of an habitual refusal to take responsbility for
one's own actions.
THE EFFECTS OF GAMMA
RAYS might be viewed as THE
GLASS MEAGERIE in reverse.
An "American Musicale" was BLUES expertly played by Brenda
Both plays depict middle-class
presented February 24, 1974 at Carwyle. This arrangement was
poverty, and both revolve around
7:15 p.m. at the Wygal Recital Carwile. This arrangement was
the relationship of a mother with
Francis Hopkinson, a poet and
Hall by Gamma Kappa Chapter
her children. But Beatrice Hunscomposer who signed the Deof Sigma Alpha Iota.
dorfer is the total opposite of
The recital began at 7:15 with claration of Independence, wrote
Amanda Wingfield. She possesses
Mary Hahn, a soprano, singing My Days Been So Wondrous Free
none of Amanda's pathetic galTHE DAISIES, a selection writ- which was sung by Katie Loope,
lantry, or her desire to keep up
ten and composed by Samuel a soprano. She was accompanied
appearances, or even her wish
Barker. She was accompanied on by Annette Acker of the piano.
for her children to be happy.
This recital, although short,
the piano by Kay Jones.
Beatrice is the center of her
MY LORD, WHATAMORNIN!, was very impressive even to a
own universe, and she has long
an arrangement by Hal Johnson nonmusic major, according to
since ceased to feel empathy
This Nautilus Lamp, made of bronze and a nautilus shell by
was sung by Laura Allen, an- students interviewed. The aufor another human being, includAustrian Gustav Gurschner, is one of the objects in the Virginia
alto singer. Her accompanist was dience was mainly composed of
ing her own daughters. Rarely
music majors.
Museum Artmobile exhibition, "Art Nouveau."
Cathy Turner.
does she show any affection for
Virginia Museum Photograph by Ron Jennings
The next selection was PIANO
them, and that only at a moment
of crisis. Thus, it is not surprising that Ruth, the eldest and
95
most like her in disposition
should turn on her at a crucial
moment with all the cruelty that
HAMPDEN-SYDNEY - "Put on
such an adolescent would possess. That Beatrice should react a Happy Face" is one of the musiby killing Ruth's cherished pet cal hits from "Bye, Bye, Birdie,"
this year's dramatic production
rabbit is quite in keeping with
her character, as is her equally at Hampden-Sydney College. The
cruel, deliberate refusal to re- musical comedy, which features
cognize the importance of Tillie's abundant musical and dramatic
having won the prize. Her de- talent, promises to put a happy
fiant cry, "I hate the world!" face on all who attend the play,
her last line in the play, is both scheduled for Thursday, March
the source and summation of a life 7, and Friday, March 8.
Approximately 40 persons
which has been, and will continue
from
the Farmville and Hampto be, void of all that really
matters to make her world a den-Sydney College communities
are in the midst of rehearsals
better place.
for the play. As a Broadway
THE EFFECT OF GAMMA
musical and a movie, "Bye, Bye,
RAYS is not a pleasant play, and
Birdie" has been a favorite of
were it ineptly directed, mounted
all
age groups since its debut in
or acted, it could be a disaster.
the
60s. There is something for
Fortunately this production was
everyone — romance, comedy,
none of these. Much of its inmusic, an overbearing mother
itial effectiveness derived from
of a 33 year old bachelor, a
the setting experly designed by
group of noisy and romantic teenMr. Dudley Sauve. The squalid
agers, a father caught in the
surroundings emphasized the
Carol Gilchrist (center), wife of Registrar Ray Gilchrist,appears in "Bye, Bye, Birdie.'
generation gap, puppy love, undisordered lives of this family,
requited adult love and, of course, an Ail-American goodbye kiss
A secondary plot involves Con- Iverson with Winnie Morgan as
from which only Tillie, with her
on
national
television.
The
girl
Conrad Birdie, played by Gene
rad's press agent Albert, played musical director.
passion for knowledge, will esThe two performances March
chosen is Kim MacAfee, a 16- by Wayne Tucker, and his beautiHickok.
cape. The lighting effects were
7
and 8 will be held in Johns
The primary plot revolves year-old member of Conrad's ful secretary Rosie, played by
especially good, and the jazzy
Auditorium
beginning at 8:30 p.
around Conrad, a 1950s Elvis Ohio fan club. As all of Sweet Carol Gilchrist. Rosie, who wants
beat of the music, composed
Presley type rock and roll sing- Apple, Ohio prepares for the - demands - marriage, presents m. Tickets will be available on
and arranged by Clark Lindsey,
er
who must interrupt his sing- giant occasion, the teenagers be- numerous problems for the mild the H-SC campus after March 1
was an ironic counterpoint to
at the Information Center.
ing career to serve in the army. come more confident and the mannered Albert.
the tension created on stage. And
Ticket prices are $1.50 for
Before induction, a pubUcity adults become more rattled Jessie Reter, the property chief,
The director for the faculty adults, $1.00 for students, and
plan calls for Conrad to give the ingredients for comic chaos players' production is Nancy
deserves special praise for
50£ for children under 12.
a typical American teenage girl set to music.
gathering together surely the

Gamma Kappa Presents
American Musicale

H-S Presents "Bye-Bye Birdie
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Administration Answers Questions
By BETH RAFFERTY
In answer to many of the questions raise-1 by students concerning the recruiting of blacks, Mr.
Alie, the Director of Placement,
Ms. Casey Wilkes, and Ms. Andy
Ohlesbey, who are in charge of
recruiting, offered their opinions.
One opinion voiced against the
recruiters was the lack of recruiting in predominantly black
high schools. It was stated by a
member of the Afro-American
Alliance, that the recruiters direct all their interests towards
white high schools.
Mr. Alie stated that "this past
fall I recruited in the city of
Norfolk and I did not see or have
the opportunity to talk with one
black student." The Norfolk CitySchool System has one of the
highest percentages of black enrollment in the state.
Ms. Wilkes added that "we
visited individually, each high
school," in the two high school
systems of Richmond and Norfolk. "I did a'.i the Richmond
schools, and i did not see that
many black students," and "we
made an effort there."

History of the Area
One reason why there are so
few blacks that show an interest
in applying to Longwood is un-

doubtedly the history of Prince
Edwa"rd County. V/hen asked if
they tell interested high school
students the racial situation here,
Ms. Oglesbey, Ms. Wilkes, and
Mr. Alie, all stated that they do.
As Ms. Oglesbey stated, "when
I was in Montrose, I had a whole
room full of black students and
they asked me what it was like
here at Longwood, and I told
them what I thought it was like."
Ms. Wilkes feels that the black
high school students that she
talked to are very much aware of
the situation here, "especially
the out-of-state ones."
Mr. Alie "gives it to them
straight." "As one of the things
we do, we hold these regional
guidance counselor meetings. We
present a program to a group of
guidance counselors. One of the
questions we always get is 'Do
you have Black students?' ""Often times, they're not familiar
with the history of Prince Edward
and I simply tell them it."
Ms. Wilkes feels that the
history of this area is "one of
the biggest reasons," for the lack
of black applicants. "Certainly
of it's not in the minds of the
students, it's in the minds of the
parents."

Financial Aid
"I think the biggest hang-up is

MR. ALIE - DIRECTOR OF PLACEMENT
the financial aid," stated Ms. Longwood is a "state school, we
can't offer as much money as
Wilkes. "A black student can get
more financial aid in a larger private schools."
Mr. Alie feels that "there is
school. So naturally they're gomore
than a lot of truth" in the
ing to take it, and who can
blame them." Ms. Oglesbey fact that black students will get
agreed and added that because more financial aid at other places
and added that, "certainly the
financial question contributes
significantly to the problem."
"I think there is more of a
problem associated with the rural
location and the single sex nature of the institution," Ms.
Oglesbey added. The area of
Farmville is not that conducive
to dating because the only school
close by is Hampden-Sydney, and
there are so few blacks there,"
which could be another determining factor.
"We have consulted the AfroAmerican Alliance," stated Mr.
Alie, "and they're working on
a brochure in conjunction with
black students at Hampden-Sydney for recruiting."

The Junior Class
Presents

Ring Dance Week End
March 8th And 9th

Suggested Solutions

Friday, 8th - 8:00 - 12:00
BLUEGRASS EXPERIENCE
in the downstairs dining room
Beer 25<? 16 oz.
$1.50 person
Saturday, 9th - 1:00 - 5:00
OLDIE MOVIES
OLDIE MOVIES
in Jeffers
* FREE *
Saturday, 9th - 9:00 - 1:00
THE ROYAL KINGS
in the downstairs dining hall
$5.00 per couple
Long dresses and coats and ties
Saturday, 9th - 1:00 a.m.
Breakfast for the Juniors and Dates
in the upstairs dining hall
Free
Tickets are on sale all week
in the New Smoker
Save $1.00 and buy a combination
for the weekend

i

One solution to the problem
of recruiting black students was
suggested by Mr. Alie. Mr. Alie
suggested to President Willett
that the Secretary of Education
on the Governor's Cabinet be
contacted and a state wide meeting be called. This meeting would
be comprised of representatives
from institutions of higher education and representatives from
the Secretary of Education's office. "I also stipulated that there
should be representatives of
blacks at this meeting." The
purpose of the meeting would be
to discuss the problem of recruiting blacks, and as Mr. Alie
stated, "who is using what techniques, and is it working."
"It is my understanding that
Secretary Shiflet thought it was a
good idea," stressed Mr. Alie.
The problem is that Mr. Shiflet
is no longer Secretary of Education, and at the present time, the
office is vacant.

that it has to be a mutual choice,
without any cohesion at all."
This policy is used with every
student at Longwood "regardless
of race."
Dean Harris added that, "I
am here to serve every Longwood College student. Now I mean
this sincerely, without regard
to what class they're in, their
race, creed, or sex."
There seems to be a differing
of opinions among the students of
Longwood, as to whether a black
and a white student could room
together successfully, but all the
students this reporter talked to
agree that it is entirely up to the
individuals involved.
Mary Cavanaugh stated that,
"they should decide this together
and know each other ahead of
time. I don't think that it could
work with the freshmen, since
Longwood is such a historically
prejudiced school, and it would
freak some of the people out."
Patsy Bennett feels that it
would work but, "there's going
to be some hassle from some
people. There's no way you can
get away from the environment
the college is in. I think it's
gotten to the point where people
are beginning to accept one another as real people."
"I have no objections to a
black and a white rooming together," commented Skye Hodges. Skye added that, "perhaps
if black students could become
more involved in the affairs of
the college, then they would be
more recognized."
Terri McKee stated that "some
of the blacks keep griping; one
minute they want the blacks to
be integrated, such as the rooming situation, then they turn
around and want to be segregated
by wanting their own special
activities."
"I think they could room together if they both looked at each
other as people instead of as
black and white."

Rooming Situation
On the question about Longwood
consciously rooming students according to race, Dean Harris
commeted that, "I think that most
any combination is possible so
long as it is a mutual choice."
"I would not not want to force
any one person to live with another." Dean Harris feels that "the
opportunity is possible," for a
black and white student to room
together, but "I must stress

Wide cuff bracelets
by Kirk
flower of the month
Sterling Silver
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Religious Emphasis Week End

This year Religious Emphasis
Week, planned for March 11-14,
encompasses many new activities, in an attempt to meet the
various needs and desires of the
student body, according to the
YWCA.
On Monday night, March 11,
Grady Nutt will be speaking at
7:30 in the Gold Room. "Grady
is a professional entertainer by
occupation, a minister by ordination, writer by a vocation, and
finder/enjoyer/proclaimer of all
things funny by inclination," according to reports.
Tuesday night, March 12, The
Sons of Thunder will give a concert at 7:30 in Jarman. They are
a dynamic group whose main desire is to share the new life they
have found, according to the

YWCA. Their style is roc* and
they sing many contemporary
songs such as "Killing Me Softly", I Can See Clearly Now",
and "Listen to the Music". There
will be no charge for admission,
but a 25? donation would be appreciated.
On March 13, Wednesday night,
a symposium will be held in the
Gold Room at 7:30. Women will
be speaking on "Women in the
Church: A Cause of Conflict?"
There will be a forum period
afterwards for any questions the
audience may have.
On Thursday night, March 14,
something new is happening. This
night will be open for participation by the faculty, administration, and student body. People
may sing, speak, or give anything
they would like In order to share
with
the college community.
Library Books
During Religious Emphasis
Given By
Week, the Y will be holding
Prayer Breakfast every morning
Special Students
at 7:30 in the downstairs dining
A personal collection of paper- hall. The theme for the week will
back books has been donated to be 'The Abundant Life".
the students lounge in the library
by Sally Farrar, a special student
at Longwood.
The books, which, according
to Mrs. Martha LeStourgeon, Ininclude everything "from Shakespeare on" were donated by Sally
for student enjoyment. "She gave
them just because she thought
other students might enjoy
them," said Mrs. LeStourgeon.
The books are available for
loan to the students. It is not
necessary to check them out.
but just take them off the shelf
and return them when finished
reading them.
Mrs. LeStourgeon is hopeful
that other students might make
donations of old paperbacks, so
that eventually there will be a
sizeable collection available in
the lounge.
"I hope not," said Mrs. LeStourgeon, when asked if she
anticipated any problems with
The American g
students not returning books. "I
Red Cross.
think it's such a generous gesture
The Good
Neighbor.
I
on her (Sally's) part that the
people will take advantage of it,
and maybe bring one book over
that they have."
Sally is a sociology major at
Mary Baldwin, and will be graduating in June. She is attending
Longwood this semester as a
special student in order to become certified in Library Science.
The idea for the contribution
came from a collection of paperbacks in the student lounge in the
library at Mary Baldwin, according to Sally. Some of the
books which she donated were
given to her, and some were
just books which she had had
for awhile and had already read.
Although the books at Mary
Baldwin were not donated by
students, Sally also feels that
a sizeable collection of paperbacks can be obtained at Longwood through student donations.
"I know at the end of the year
many students might have paperbacks up here which they don't
want to bother bringing home,
and would otherwise just throw
away," Sally said.
"I think a lot of girls will
enjoy It and make use of It,"
Sally added.
Some of the books which Sally
donated include PORTNOY'S
COMPLAINT, by Phillip Roth,
THE OWL IN THE ATTIC, by
James Thurber, RENDEVOUS
WITH DESTINY, by Eric F.
Goldman, and Shakespeare's
FOUR COMEDIES.

+
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ERA Ratification
Killed By
Va. Committee

By YWCA For Mid-March

Give
till
it
helps

THE ROTUNDA

GRADY NUTT

Birthright Sessions Conducted
Local Chapter Being Established
By BETH RAFFERTY
The Birthright Chapter, out of
Lynchburg, has recently conducted two training sessions with Interested citizens of Farmville In
the hopes of setting up a chapter
here. Birthright Is an emergency
pregnancy service which is a
private non-profit, non-sectarian
organization.
"We're not professional counselors. Counseling Is not giving
advice, It's working through to
find solutions to some of their
problems," stressed Mr. Jerry
Brunnlng, who is one of the representatives from the Lynchburg Chapter."
The format of this group is,
as Miss Helen Galles, another representative, pointed out, "was to
act strictly on a friend-to-friend
basis." "We are non-sectarian,
we help anybody, married or
single, regardless of race or
creed." They take a personal
interest in the pregnant girl or
woman. For many girls this en-

tails sympathetic listening, counseling, and guidance. In cases of
a stranded girl, they may call
upon the resources of the community.
The Birthright volunteers are
comprised of professional and
non-professional people from all
over Central Virginia.
One important aspect of this
group - is that they don't dwell
on morality, thus girls can come
to them without fear of being made
to feel guilty. Another aspect is
confidentiality, which as M.'ss
Helen Galles stressed, "is extremely important, especially in
a small area."
The need for a Birthright Chapter here in Farmville came to the
attention of the Lynchburg Chapter after many calls were received from this area. If a call
were now received from Farmville, Mr. Brunnlng stated that,
"it would be a referral service."
The call would be referred to a
(Continued to page 7)

The resolution to ratify the
Equal Rights Amendment to the
U. S. Constitution was killed by
a Virginia General Assembly
Committee on February 27.
According to news reports,
the resolution was killed after
the committee received a confidental memo from the state
attorney general's office suggesting it would require common
facilities as bathrooms for men
and women.
ERA advocates, legislators,
and lobbyists sought to get copies
of the memo, but were unable to:
They criticized its purported
theories as being contrary to legal opinion, and have started a
campaign to review the amendment in the state Senate.
This is the second year in
a row in which this amendment
has been defeated by the House
Privileges and Elections Committee. The amendment states
that "the quality of rights under
the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or
by any state on account of sex."
This year, however, the
amendment was defeated by a
slimmer margin. It was killed
by a 12 to 18 vote, as contrasted to a vote of 13 to 2
last year.
According to news reports,
Virginia's refusal to ratify was
more or less expected. Pat Keefer, coordinator of proERA
forces for Common Cause in
Washington, predicts that the
amendment will be approved by
the 28 states needed for ratification by early next year. At this
point the amendment has been
approved by 33 states.
Although it is unclear whether
the memo from the Attorney
General's office has any effect
on the defeat, it stirred any instant uproar among ERA advocates.
According to Del. Dorothy McDlarmid (D Fairfax), chief sponsor of the resolution, the memo
runs counter to authoritative legal advice that a right to sexual
privacy would protect the public
against joint bathrooms and other
common male-female facilities.

PHOTOGRAPHS
by

ELISABETH L FLYNN
February 19 to March 15,1974
BEDFORD GALLERY

Longwood College/Farmville,Virginia
Gallery Hours: Monday- Friday 800a.m. to 5p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 2 to 6p.m.

23901
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()\<*rton To Represent Lon^wood

Biology, English, P.E., Speech Pathology

In Student Government Symposium Highest Among Course Pursued In Grad School
Grace Anne Overton, chairman
of the Legislative Board, will
represent Longwood in the Fifth
Annual National Student Government Symposium on the Presidency, which will be held at the
new Sheraton Inn and International Conference Center at Rest on,
Virginia, March 20-31.
The theme of the Symposium,
which will include representatives from over 200 colleges and
universities, is THE PEOPLE,
THE CONGRESS, and THE PRESIDENCY. Scholars, as well as
representatives from Congress
and the White House will also participate in it.
Gerald R. Ford, Vice-President of the United States, Senators Sam Ervin, Howard Baker,
Barry Goldwater and television
commentator Howard K. Smith,
will be among those participating.
The week-end program will begin with registration and a reception before the Friday evening
dinner. A Saturday afternoon tour
of Washington, D. C, willalsobe
included in the program.
Tliis symposium is one of the
programs of the Center for the
Study of the Presidency, a nonprofit, educational corporation
chartered by the Board of Regents of the State of New York.
Brochures state that the purpose
is "citizenship education of the
highest character." It is primarily devoted to the study of the
Office of the President of the
United States.

Teacher Certification
Reciprocal Agreement
Made With 33 States
By LAURIE CHRISTENSEN
The State Board of Education
has announced that reciprocal
agreements for teacher certification now exist among thirtytwo of our fifty states.
These agreements of reciprocity were arranged through
state legislation or participation
in the National Association of
State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification.
Through the NASDTEC, these
thirty-two states recognized certification based on teacher education programs approved on the
basis of nationally recognized
standards.
At Longwood College, all the
teacher education programs meet
or exceed these standards. They
are approved by the Virginia
State Board of Education, a member of the NASDTEC.
The states not included in this
reciprocity agreement have indicated that they will accept the
qualifications of a teacher applicant from the states included
in this agreement.
Persons desiring a list of the
states included in this agr«t meat
may obtain them from the Rei i irar's Office or the Placement Office.

When asked what she expected
By BETTIE BASS
to achieve at the Symposium,
Grace Anne said that she was
Records show that only 119
particularly looking forward to it
Longwood
graduates out of the
because of her major, Governpast
seven
years have gone diment.
"What you do is learn the re- rectly to graduate school.
In 1967, only 12 graduates consponsibilities of people holding
office, and your responsibility to tinued into graduate school; the
the people you represent," Grace highest number of them coming
from the biology department, with
Anne said.
"The symposium is mostly health and physical education beclasses you attend," said Grace ing a close second.
Anne. There will be speakers
In 1968 and 1969, of the 31
there from other campuses, such
students that continued into gradas Washington and Lee Law uate school, nine of them were
School, and Notre Dame. David biology majors.
and Julie Eisenhower will also
be present on Friday afternoon,
according to Grace Anne.

In 1970, the highest percentage cation majors. "This is the main
of students that continued their reason that our per cent of gradeducation were from the field uate students continuing immediof speech pathology. Speech path- ately into graduate school is so
ology was first in percentages in low. Some of our graduates go out
and teach a year or so and then
the year 1973, also.
In 1971, the English department go to the graduate school either
took the highest per cent and in part time or on a regular basis.
1972, the biology majors took The school being as it is, lends
over once again.
itself to education more as opDuring this seven year period, posed to other fields."
Listed below is a schedule
no graduates continued in the field
of speech and dramatic arts and of the number of Longwood gradonly one in social work.
uates who entered graduate
According to Mr. Ray Alie, school full time immediately
director of placement, 87% of upon graduation in the past seven
last year's graduates were edu- years.

Year

Wfe need you.
The National Center for
Voluntary Action.

Academic
Department

■

1973

1972

Art

Arsenic Therapy
Subject Of Speech
By Guest Lecturer
By JANET LINDNER
Dr. Leon D. Freedman, Professor of Chemistry of North
Carolina State University, presented a lecture on "The Rise
and Fall of Arsenic Therapy,"
on February 26 in Jeffers Auditorium. He is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa and Sigma XI, and
has been previously involved in
the public health services.
The topic, Dr. Freedman, explained, should be the "rise and
decline" instead of "rise and
fall," because of the fact that
arsenic compounds are not used
as widely now as they used to
be. Hippocrates, he stated, used
arsenic as a treatment for skin
diseases as well as asthma,
tuberculoisis, and leprosy. This
"white arsenic, " or arsenic
oxide was used as a professional
poisoning during the Middle Ages,
as well as being a treatment for
syphillis. According to Professor
Freedman, arsenic was first synthesized in 1760, and explained
that the importance of arsenic
involves organic compounds.
Another such science lecture
was presented yesterday, March
5, by Dr. John M. Dennison on
the topic "Energy of the Earth."
Dr. Dennison, Professof of Geology at the University of North
Carolina, presented the Sigma
XI lecture in Room 118 of the
Steven's Building at 8:00 p.m.
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Biology

Steaks-Pizzas

1970

1

1

1

3

6

7

Bus. Ed

2

2

1

1

Chemistry

1

Education

1

3

English

2

3

French

1

German

1

1

History

1

1

Home Ec.

1969

1

3

1

2

2

1967

3

3

2.52

3

24

20.16

1

5

4.20

3

2.52

10

8.40

12

10.08

6

5.04

2

1.68

7

5.88

2

1.68

10

8.40

3

2.52

2

3

3

2

1968

1

1

1

1

2

Math
Music

2

2

1

1

H. & Phys. Ed.

1

2

1

1

1

1
1

1

4

2

►——

Psychology

1

1

1

1

Sociology
Social Sciences

1

Social Work

1

1

2.52

2

1.68

2

1.68

1

0.84

6

5.04

11.76

2

1

1

4

2

2

1

14

119

1

Speech Path.

4

1

TOTALS

20

19

12

25

20

11

12

Percent of Class
Attending
Graduate School

4.46

5.10

3.10

5.76

5.42

4.08

4.54

3.36

1.

3
1

1

Spanish

COLLEGE
SH0PPE

1971

Percent Of
Total Graduate
Students

Total By
Department

100.00

Seafood
5:30am -8pm

BOOK NOOK

You're always

Lanscott's

welcome
KAHILL GIBRAN DAIRY
at
FOR 1974
RE6. $4.95 NOW $3.50

FIDELITY
NATIONAL BANK

ATTENTION SORORITIES
WE HAVE MUGS, LAVALIERS,
STATIONARY, CARDS, DECALS

Artmobile Exhibit
"A Journey
5
Into Nostalgia.»»
March 6 - The College Community is having the opportunity
to embark on a journey into
nostalgia since the Virginia Museum's artmobile arrived at
Longwood on Monday, March 4.
The Artmobile is currently
touring Virginia carrying the exhibition "Art Nouveau," which
offers an interesting and fascinating look into this important turn
of the century art movement.
The Museum's headquarters
building in Richmond was the
scene of a major Art Nouveau
exhibition during the 1971-72
season - an exhibition that proved to be one of the most popular
and successful in recent memory.
One of the results of that display was the gift of $500,000
from Richmond art patrons,
Frances and Sydney Lewis, for
the Museum to acquire an extensive permanent Art Nouveau
collection. Many of the first purchases made with that fund have
been included in the Artmobile
exhibition.
Although smaller in size than
the Museum display, the Artmobile assemblage is similarly designed to represent the entire
scope of this art movement, including furniture, glassware,
graphics, silver and jewelry. In.
addition to the items from the
Museum's newly acquired collection, the exhibition features
objects loaned by the Lewises
and by William B. O'Neal of
Charlottesville.
The "gallery-on-wheels" is
located at Bedford Building parking lot and will remain on view
through March 8. Viewing hours
will be 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
1 p.m. to 5 on V.'ednesday and
Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 12 noon
on Friday.

Birthright Sessions
Being Conducted
(Continued from Page 5)
volunteer here in Farmville."
Father Urban Dumminger, the
pastor of St. Theresa's Catholic
Church, is very interested in
this program because, "as an
American citizen, and as a man
interested in morality, it's vital
that we give assistance to these
people. A girl who is unwed
goes through life with a mark,"
and Father Dumminger feels it
is his duty as a clergyman to
try and change this aspect of
people's thinking.
"I think Birthright is one of
the finest programs I can find
in answer to abortion," stated
Father Dumminger. "Abortion
is negative, and Birthright says
give her help."
Miss Galles feels that "we
can use volunteers of almost
any age to do something." If
any student is interested, she
should contact Mrs. Kathy Lombana, the Chairman of the Farmville group.

1

Longwood's Gymnastic Season

Farmville, Virginia
COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Win A Few-Lose A Few
By CLARE BAXTER
On February 15, Longwood College started their gymnastics
season with a home meet against
East Carolina University, losing
by a score of 59.10 to 50.25. In
vaulting, Debbie Moreland took
second with a 5.65 and in bars
Sandy Conkwright took second
with a 6.6. Sandy also took second with a 5.10, and in the Free
Exercise, Patty Merrill took first
place with a 6.75.
The second meet was a different story, however. Longwood defeated UVa. by a score of 54.35
to 45.90. In the vaulting, Pat Caudle and Debbie Moreland took
first and second with scores of
5.4 and 5.35. In the bars, Sandy
Conkwright was first with a 6.0
and again Debbie Moreland was
second with a 5.45. In the beam
competition, Longwood dominated with a first, second, and third

No one
else
can
give us
what
you
can.
(Join Us.
Please.)
Nobody else in the
world can give us what
you can A pint of your
blood
And your gift has
never been more important Because blood from
healthy donors, who
freely donate their blood,
is 10 times less likely to
cause infectious hepatitis
in the recipient than is
blood from many commercial sources Think
about that
The need is urgent,
and continuous.
Help us
Join us Today

with Sandy Conkwright, Sherrie
Bond, and Patty Merrill. In the
Free Ex, Patty Merrill was first
with a 4.75.
Longwood's last home meet of
the season proved to be the most
exciting meet of the season.
Longwood lost to UNC by a score
of 54.91 to 53.90. UNC completely dominated the vaulting by
taking all three places. In the
bars, Debbie Moreland and Sandy
Conkwright went second and third
with scores of 5.45 and 5.4.Patty
Merrill took second in the beam
with a 5.33, and Sandy Conkwright
took third with a 5.26. The Free
Ex seemed to be the most exciting event of the evening with
Patty Merrill taking first with a
7.0, and Beth Tomlinson taking
third with a 4.25.

Now At

Patty Merrill demonstrates form which won her a first in
free exhibition competition.

Rochette's
RING DANCE

Jfastyion

THAT SPECIAL TOUCH
FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE

HAMPDEN STABLES

JEAN
SKIRTS

INSTRUCTION AND BOARDING
INDOOR RING

223-8294

$11.00 and up

COLLEGE STUDENT'S POETRY ANTHOLOGY
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
announces its

SPRING COMPETITION
The closing date for the submission of manuscrims by College Students is

April 10
ANY STUDENT attending eitner junior or senior college is eligible to submit
his verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are preferred by the Board of Judges, because of space limitations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
3210 Selby Avenue

Los Angeles, Calif.
90034

THMUK

Freshman

ST.
NATIONAL
BANK
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The American
Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor.
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NEW SELECTION OF
BILLFOLDS AND
CLUTCH PURSES BY
BUXT0N AND
PRINCESS GARDNER
SPRING COLORS

Production
March 7
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Marigolds Reveiew

Survey Suffers From
Lack Of Participants
Students of Longwood College
as well as the citizens of Farmville are benefiting from the new
"market-basket survey," taken
at various stores in the area,
conducted by a group of individuals.
According to JeanSilane, a student here at Longwood, the survey
is generally taken every two
weeks; however, there will not be
a survey conducted this week due
to a declining interest among parti (ipants. Every two weeks, explained Jean, "is the best time
to conduct a survey." The people
then pet a chance "to see how
stable the prices have been," or
whether they have gone up or
down.
The people doing the survey,
commented Jean, will go to three
or four different stores and write
down the prices of the items.
The last survey, conducted on
February 19,1974, showed prices
in nine categories: bakery goods,
canned foods, frozen foods,
meats, staples, miscellaneous,
cereal, produce, and dairy products. These were listed under the
prices surveyed from the A&P,
Winn-Dixie, and Safeway.
"Not more than eight" people
show up for a survey, Miss Silano commented. "The actual
survey is a half hour getting each
Item," but the hardest part, she
added, is the tallying of the prices
which takes two to three hours.
Each surveyor looks for a certain brand name for a product
to compare, and If one or more

stores do ncnt have the same
brand name product, that certain
product is disqualified from the
survey. Each survey sheet must
be reviewed by the manager and
signed before the actual comparisons may take place.
This project was started by a
group of people from George
Washington University who came
down to conduct a market-basket
survey during the consumer symposium. These people, according
to Jean, are members of the Public Interest Research Group, and
already they have published a
pharmacy survey. Members of
PIRG conduct surveys on stores
as well as housing prices and rent
control. The initial advocator for
PIRG was Ralph Nader, Miss Silano explained. Jean stated of
PIRG, "I don't know if too many
people know about PIRG. It is
beneficial about relating facts
about pharmacy prices and things
like renting."
One of the members of the
market-basket survey group is
Mrs. Emily Gross, a residing
citizen of Farmville and mother
of four. She is currently attending Keysville Community College
and is a business major. Jean
stated of Mrs. Gross, "She does
a lot of the work. She gets all the
articles in the paper and in the
Farmville Herald."
Miss Sllano was asked how
beneficial she thought the market-basket survey was to the students here at Longwood College.
She replied, "As far as the stu-

dents go, I think it would be helpful tothem." She thinks, however,
that the survey should include
things of more interest to the student such as corn chips and things
that are college oriented. Students would like to see surveyed
as well as shampoos, toothpaste,
powders, and other things that
could be surveyed in the pharmacy survey.
Jean added, "I love going out
onto the town and seeing how they
differ from one week to another."
She explained her interest in the
prices from the first to the end of
the month as compared to the
times that the majority of the
Farmville citizens receive their
paychecks. All in all, Miss Sllano commented, "It takes a lot
of time to write down surveys."
The chart below shows the results of the survey. The number
one (1) denotes the lowest priced
and the number three (3) the highest.
W-D Safeway A&P
Bakery
2
3
1
Canned
3
1
2
Frozen
3
1
2
Meats
2
3
1
Staples
3
1
2
Misc.
3
2
1
Cereal
3
1
2
Produce
3
2
1
Dairy
1
3
2
Total Price
of goods
surveyed $26.27 $26.57 $25.46
% below
highest
4.7%
***
7.7%

(Continued from Page 3)
youngest daughter, gave a moving
performance as the one person
least affected by the "Gamma
Rays" that Beatrice exudes; living in her own world with a
transcendant desire for knowledge, she will ultimately escape
the influence of the Hunsdorfer
household. Yet Miss Bower also
conveyed Tillie's deep compassion, even for her mother.
Her greeting, "Mother, you look
beautiful!", when Beatrice made
her grand entrace to go to the
Science Fair was a memorable
moment. Especially poignant insights were revealed in the
episode near the end of Act I,
when Tillie managed for one
fleeting instant to communicate
with Nanny, and in her final
monologue where pride and joy
in her own achievement only
barely concealed her bewildered
helplessness of what her own
life thus far had been. Miss
Bower made Tillie, in the words
of the old stage manager, "some
one to root for," and the probability of her escape was the
one ray of hope in the entire
play.
The word TOUR-DE-FORCE
should not be used casually, but
it is the one which comes to
mind immediately when considering Gail Harrell's performance as Nanny. While the other
roles are difficult, Nanny presents the greatest challenge, because the playwright, perhaps
wishing to present the ultimate
in isolation, makes her aged,
senile, deaf, and speechless.
Nanny does not utter a word, or
even, a sound; her reactions must
be conveyed entirely by expression and gesture, and in both
Miss Harrell was spendid. She
made the audience understand
that Nanny knew, however dimly,
that she was unwanted except
as a source of income. Her occasional flashes of anger when
Beatrice treated her as a refractory, not-quite-bright child,

shouting at her in what can be
described as virulent baby-talk
revealed her won hatred of her
situation in which she, unlike
the others, was inextricably
trapped. It was an excellent characterization, deserving, the
highest praise.
During the performance, aline
from a poem by Tennyson flashed across this reviewer's mind:
"self-reverence, self knowledge, self-control, these three
alone lead life to sovereign
power." It is not worthy that
self-control is placed last, as
the most important element for
without self-discipline, selfknowledge becomes self-pity,
and self-reverence turns to selfhatred. Perhaps it was in order
to dramatize this facet of human
experience that Mr. Zindel wrote
his very strong, depressing, but,
at the same time, enlighting play.
Whether or not this was his intention, this was the ultimate
message that Sabina would demand, and that was given the
Longwood audience "to take home
with them," and to act upon.
Reviewed after Saturday evening's performance.

Student
Photographs

On Exhibit
February 26, 1974 - The
works of students in the fall
semester class of Art 355,
Photography, are currently on
exhibit In the Radiology Department at Southside Community Hospital.
The exhibit is open to the
public.
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